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Project Motivation

➢ The CDC attributes around 1.7 million infections and ~100,000 deaths in the United States yearly to HAIs 

➢ A 2011 survey performed by the CDC revealed MRSA and Clostridium Difficile (C. difficile) to be the most common 
causes of HAIs in the United States - of the 100,000 annual deaths 20,000 are attributed to MRSA and 15,000 to 
C. difficile

○ C. difficile is already present in many humans. Infections are caused by antibiotic treatment - less 
susceptible to preventative disinfection

○ MRSA infections are caused by entry of s. aureus into the body. Reducing its presence in healthcare 
facilities through targeted disinfection is an achievable goal

➢ Current sanitation techniques in healthcare facilities are intrusive and often require interrupting workflow and 
physically removing humans from targeted areas

○ There is a need for technology that can be better integrated into the daily flow of a healthcare facility 
without causing harmful disruption 

Project Objective: Develop a Proof of Concept autonomous robotic device capable of rapidly and unobtrusively 
disinfecting frequently contacted objects within a healthcare facility



Robot Composition

Disinfection Apparatus: Reflective cone safely encloses 
disinfection target for secure delivery of UVC radiation via 
LEDs and disinfectant spray via a pump operated system

Jetson TX2: High performance computer housing ROS 
Framework that controls and mediates communication 

between the various subsystems

Stereoscopic Zed Camera: Depth camera used for 
detecting target disinfection objects and relaying 
specific coordinates for arm and navigation 
subsystems

Interbotix WX200 Robotic Arm: ROS-operated robotic 
arm mounted atop Turtlebot3. Delivers greater 
flexibility to disinfection apparatus with five degrees 
of freedom and 360 degrees of rotation

LDS-01 LiDAR: LiDAR camera used to create a three 
dimensional map of the DECON robot’s environment. 

Navigation performed using SLAM

DC Peristaltic Pump: Electronically controlled pump 
that draws disinfectant from a sealed reservoir and 
delivers it to the spray apparatus within the 
disinfection cone

Battery Packs: Battery packs allow the system to 
operate independent of wired electrical connections 
to a separate power source 

OpenCR Board: Computer through which Turtlebot3 
control is carried out. Also contains physical connections 

for operating UVC LEDs and pump 
Turtlebot3: Base robot for the DECON system. Uses two 

wheels and a rolling ball for more agile navigation, 
modified with additional platforms to provide reach for the 

disinfection apparatus and house the various system 
components
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CAD Model
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Software Integration and Application Flow
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UV Disinfection Experiments

Biological disinfection experiments were conducted with the 
help of the JHU Applied Physics Lab to contextualize the 
capabilities of the disinfection apparatus:

• E.Coli plated in triplicate was exposed to a range of UVC 
Radiation centered at an optimal 258 nm with intents to 
spur dimerization of pyrimidine, inactivating bacterial 
DNA and preventing colony formation

• Methicillin Resistant Staphylococcus Aureus (MRSA) is a 
primary target for the disinfection, though for safety 
reasons E. Coli was used in testing as a surrogate

• Bacteria plated with too high concentrations of E.Coli did 
not yield as effective disinfection results as plates with 
lower concentrations 

• Experiments supported literature derived values for the 
threshold of 6 mJ/cm2 required absorption by a surface 
to see complete bacterial inactivation, beneath a certain 
initial bacterial concentration Plates exposed for 0, 10, 20, 40, 80 seconds from left to right, at 125 uW/cm2
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Robot Testing and Next Steps

DECON Robot can successfully identify doorknobs, light switches, and humans. In testing the robot successfully 
identifies a target, navigates towards it using Turtlebot3, covers the target with the disinfection apparatus using the 
robotic arm, and delivers the disinfection, before returning to a home state and moving on in search of other 
targets.

Next Steps:

● Improving dArm node such that extending the robotic arm towards a wall holding a target does not put the 
robot at risk for being tipped over by over-extension

● Improving LED setup such that higher doses of UVC may be delivered in shorter time, improving disinfection 
time required per target


